West Academic Reference Collection Homepage

The homepage offers multiple search options, from the browse by subject link to the global search bar at the top of the page, users can find a full listing of titles in a particular practice area.

Global search bar: Type any legal term to show a full listing of all titles that mention this topic.

Browse links: Select the browse by subject link to see a full list of available subject areas or navigate the dropdown menu to select a series included in the collection.

Search modules: The search modules on the homepage allow users to select the most recently published titles or series included in the Reference Collection.
Series included in the Reference Collection

**Nutshell Series®**: Nutshells are compact, soft-covered study guides that explain the most important issues of law, highlighting key cases and statutes. Nutshells are written by recognized experts who present the essential rules of law in a uniquely condensed format.

**Hornbook Series®**: Scholarly and definitive, Hornbooks explain the law in great depth and broaden students understanding with insights into not only the law's historical development, but also its contemporary issues and future directions.

**Concise Hornbook Series™**: The series features concise analyses of fundamental areas of the law by prominent legal scholars. Conveniently sized, yet expertly written to provide comprehensive coverage of the most crucial issues.
Search in book: Type any legal term in the search bar to see every mention of the term throughout the book highlighted below.
Browse book: Select any chapter from the interactive browse by book listing to jump directly to that place in the chapter.
Book description: The book description tab provides details about the title, from the publication date and series to the ISBN and description.

Related titles: Related titles are listed at the bottom of all product detail pages.